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AUG 25 — 29, 1997 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 732.6 720.8 537.2
— Main Board 683.3 654.5 491.1
— Second Board 49.4 66.2 46.1
KLCI (pts) 1,118.57 1,031.61 804.4
SBI (pts) 537.08 551.22 373.74
3-mth Klibor 7.2750 8.3900 7.5300
RM/US$ 2.4845 2.6100 2.9250

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Renong 3.00 3.30 2.78 -0.26 -7.98 174.9
Suria Capital 1.88 2.39 1.80 -0.43 -18.61 53.4
Rekapac 1.39 2.19 1.27 -0.80 -36.53 44.9
MBf Capital 2.74 3.46 2.63 -0.64 -18.93 42.4
Magnum 2.71 3.24 2.70 -0.55 -16.87 38.4

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Hwa Tai 103.50 104.00 101.50 10.50 11.29 0.1
UCB—T 6.30 6.30 5.00 0.60 10.53 0.1
UCB 9.65 9.70 8.00 0.75 8.43 4.5
Proton 8.50 8.60 7.60 0.60 7.59 3.9
UCB—C 4.50 4.54 4.22 0.30 7.14 0.1

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
TCB—T 0.01 0.07 0.01 -0.06 -85.71 6.4
Omega—A 3.90 10.40 3.90 -5.05 -56.42 1.44
YTL—A 4.42 9.00 4.42 -4.58 -50.89 0.1
Teo Guan Lee 5.25 10.50 4.60 -5.25 -50.00 0.1
Road Builder 4.10 8.05 3.98 -3.90 -48.75 7.1
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ECONOMICS & STRATEGY
Of monetary instability and economic slowdown...

Importance of monetary stability cannot be over-emphasised: Monetary stability is of paramount
importance in today’s economic order. In the absence of monetary stability, investment flow will be ham-
pered, savings adversely affected and growth stunted. In short, monetary instability can translate into diffi-
culties in the real sector of the economy. The task of economic policy makers are made more complicated in a
world where the money market, foreign exchange market and the equity market are inextricably entwined.
A policy initiative has to take into consideration the impact on the three markets taken together.

Selldown on local equity market reinforces expectations of a worsening monetary conditions,
but no sign yet of a slowdown: Last weeks’s selldown in the local stock mart brought to the fore fresh
concerns about the prospect for monetary stability. In particular, fear of exchange loss caused by a progres-
sive depreciation of the ringgit triggered another round of share liquidation, as funds (foreign and some
locals alike) fled the country in favour of other promising markets. This begs the question of whether the
country is heading towards a systemic crisis in its monetary sector, leading to a slowdown in the real economy.
At this juncture, havoc in the equity market puts pressure on the currency, creating a seemingly crisis
scenario. Yet, economic fundamentals are not showing signs of faltering. The country’s second quarter GDP
growth was 8.4% — and that’s higher than the 8.0% the central bank says to be “warranted” by fundamen-
tals. More amazingly, the 1Q97 GDP growth was revised upwards from 8.2% to 8.5%.

Economic slowdown is a relative term, the country’s economic foundation for long-term sustain-
able growth remain intact : We would be highly pessimistic if the foundations for a structural transforma-
tion of the country have been neglected. Such is not the case. The policymakers are addressing infrastructural
inadequacies, factor productivity and capital efficiency. GDP growth will be around 8.0% this year; that is
that’s slow by the country’s standard. Much depends on the negative “wealth effect” the stock market has on
consumption. Looking forward,the robust growth of the mid-90s will not be within reach in the next couple of
years, but that is to be expected of an economy undergoing a structural transformation. As the country
climbs the maturity ladder, growth will be more sedate.

Monetary stability is not deserting the country, comparisons with Maastricht criteria gives some
indication: If one is preoccupied with monetary instability, consider this: The European Monetary Union is
designed precisely to ensure monetary stability (as a step towards economic union). The Maastricht Treaty
(Article 109J and 104C) sets the criteria for “monetary convergence,” meaning only those countries that
meets the criteria will be allowed to participate in the union. The five criteria (listed below) supposedly
meant to guarantee the cohesion of the economic development and the stability policies of the qualifying
countries in order to create a solid base for a stable single European currency.

■ Inflation — not be more than 1.5% point above the average of the three best-performing members.
■ Interest rates — not be above 2% point of the average of the best three member states over one year.
■ Budget deficit — not exceeding 3% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
■ Public sector debt — not exceeding 60% of GDP
■ Exchange rate — within the Exchange Rate Mechanism fluctuation margin of 15%.

How would Malaysia have fared if the criteria for monetary convergence (hence monetary stability) were to
be applied onto it? Without the attack on ringgit, Malaysia would be able to accommodate the Maastricht
criteria comfortably. Low inflation preserves the country’s international competitiveness; effective liquidity
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management have kept interest rates at reasonable levels; wise public spending (budget balance since 1994,
and public debt of around 40% of GDP) has kept debt service ratio low, which releases precious public re-
sources for gainful purposes and reduces pressure on interest rate; and, ringgit has never been used to gain
international price competitive advantage. It is our staunch believe that monetary instability is not at stake
in Malaysia. What is happening is a temporal weakening in the nominal exchange rate caused by a large
outflow of short-term capital, fleeing the equity market. Thailand paints a different scenario altogether. In
May, the government forecast 1997 deficit to reach 4.3% of GDP, which implies a government debt (US$729b
at the end of June) of more than 100% of GDP. The 3-month interbank rate in Bangkok is currently at a
debilitating 19%. In Thailand, loans are declared non-performing only after 12 months of default; it is 6
months in Malaysia (Maybank now adopts a 3-month guideline). Malaysia does not have Thailand's recipe
for a banking mess.

Need to restore order, although at a cost: On the economic front, the slowdown in monetary aggregates
brought little cheer to the market last week (GDP growth numbers were released on Friday evening). Broad
money, Growth in M3 slowed down to 20.7% y-o-y in July compared with 21.9% in June. The slowdown is
expected on two accounts: the 12.5% drop in reserves during the month (as a result of eagerness to defend the
ringgit) and a relatively high base in July 1996 (M3 grew 1.7% in July 1996, compared with 0.8% the month
before). We believe that the number could have been more benign (lower than 20%) had it not been for the
"residual factor." Domestic credit expansion, although exceedingly strong, decelerated slightly in July. But
the hitherto contractionary impact of the residual factors could have been lessened by the presence of a large
amount of “money in transition.” This includes net vostro balances. Massive liquidation in the share market
cause the money to appear on banking system’s liabilities. This is temporal in nature. We still believe that an
M3 growth number of below 20% to be the pre-condition for some laxation in monetary policy, including a
reduction in the statutory reserve ratio.

Mrket is oversold, risk-reward profile is favourable:  The plunge since late March is a mirror image of
the steep rise in 1993 bull run. Can this be the selling climax? The market meltdown in the past two weeks
cannot be explained by fundamentals, as irrationality reigned supreme. The KLSE has been turned into a
battleground of two extreme forces: bears that want to get out of the market at all cost and bulls that will
support the market to the last sen. That confrontation has been brought about by arguments about where
the country's is heading next year. We would still be comfortable with 6-7% GDP growth. Whatever remnant
of faith there is in the Malaysian economy, the fact remains that it is in greater shape and nimbleness than
Mexico was when it tackled the peso devaluation crisis in Dec 1994. It is true that consistency in policy
matters was lost in the midst of market turmoil; we would welcome order and rationality in this respect.

In the meantime, hope for short-term solution to chaos in the market lies in a concerted effort by local funds
to shore up prices to more reasonable levels. The government is pulling out all stops to achieve this, as
allocation limits for equities in major portfolios have been uplifted. The market is oversold by all indicators,
and the colossal losses in market capitalisation has rendered the market PER at sub-10x on FY98 earnings.
The share buy-back rules, gazetted on Saturday to take effect today, will certainly be an added boost. Cash-
rich companies (e.g. Resorts World, Tanjong, Sime Darby, etc) should answer the clarion call for a show of
patriotism. Accumulate at current price levels [Zulkifli Hamzah/David Yong].


